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This article surveys the diasporic life and legacy of the Ethiopian ecclesiastic Täsfa
Sẹyon. After examining his origins in the Christian kingdom of Ethiopia and the circum-
stances of his arrival in mid-sixteenth-century Rome, the article outlines his contributions
to the evolving Latin Catholic understanding of Ethiopia. Täsfa Sẹyon was a librarian,
copyist, teacher, translator, author, and community leader, as well as a prominent adviser
to European humanist scholars and Church authorities concerned with orientalist philo-
logia sacra as it pertained to Ethiopian Orthodox (täwahẹdo) Christianity. As such, he
was a key extra-European agent in the Tridentine project of Ethiopianist and Eastern
Christian knowledge production. The article also surveys the complex modern legacy
of Täsfa Sẹyon’s career, documenting his posthumous influence in the fields of
Ethiopianist Semitic studies and Ethiopian vernacular historiography.
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After the death of Pope Paul III on 10 November 1549, the Sacred College of Cardinals
of the Catholic Church entered an unprecedented two-month conclave. As the faithful
waited, the secluded cardinals produced sixty inconclusive ballots. Their protracted
deliberations reflected the divisions within the College, which encompassed disagree-
ments over the response to the Protestant Reformation as well as rivalries between sup-
porters of the Holy Roman Empire and the Kingdom of France.1 After five fruitless
weeks, one participant reported in his diary that on 7 January, an agitated African
emerged at the balcony of the Sistine Chapel and looked down upon the assembly,
exclaiming, “Very Reverend Lords, the conclavists have shut the doors, and thus now
you must either starve or arrive at a decision about choosing a pope[!]”2 For some of
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the gathered princes of the Church, the outburst was surely a shock. But for the Roman
Curia, the interlocutor was a familiar figure: it was abba Täsfa Sẹyon (1510–1553), the
Ethiopian cleric also known as Pietro Abissino or Indiano.3 No interloper, he was a con-
clave sacrist, client of the deceased pope, and adviser to the Tridentine Catholic elite, and
his proximity to Paul III was such that he attended the latter’s funeral wearing the cere-
monial black cloth reserved for the friends of the pontiff.4

Täsfa Sẹyon hailed from the tumultuous Horn of Africa. Fleeing the conflict between
the Christian kingdom of Ethiopia and the Sultanate of ʿAdal, he reached the Italian pen-
insula in the mid-1530s after a pilgrimage to the Holy Land.5 Greeted by a small diaspo-
ric community of co-religionists and other Eastern Christians in Rome, he became
ensconced at Santo Stefano degli Abissini, the Ethiopian residence in the vicinity of
St. Peter’s Basilica. He distinguished himself through his multilingual erudition, entre-
preneurial spirit, and political acumen, and ultimately became a familiar of Pope Paul
III, the powerful patriarch of the Farnese family and the head of an organised Vatican
effort to produce knowledge about Ethiopia and its distinctive Orthodox (täwahẹdo)
Christian tradition. This enterprise represents the effective foundation of Ethiopian stud-
ies in Europe, a key branch of the developing field of Middle East–focused orientalist
scholarship. As his intercession in the Sistine Chapel suggests, Täsfa Sẹyon was the
most influential African in the sixteenth-century Catholic Church.

This article surveys Täsfa Sẹyon’s complex career and legacy in Europe and Ethiopia,
emphasising his position in the intellectual networks of sixteenth-century Rome on the
one hand, and his impact upon modern Ethiopianist and Ethiopian scholarship on the
other. It juxtaposes a range of archival and published sources in European and
Ethiopian languages. These include materials at the Vatican Library, most notably
Täsfa Sẹyon’s own Geʿez and Latin publications,6 his marginalia in its Geʿez codices,
the correspondence of his curial contacts, and the records of Santo Stefano, as well as
the papal ledgers at the Archivio di Stato di Roma and the writings of his Italian colla-
borators. These sixteenth-century materials buttress later attestations of his significance in
the overlapping fields of Ethiopianist orientalism and Ethiopian vernacular historiog-
raphy. These include, in the first instance, the foundational works of the modern aca-
demic field of Ethiopia-focused Semitic studies, which drew substantially upon one of
Täsfa Sẹyon’s publications, and in the second instance, the earliest outward-looking
examples of modern Amharic historical writing, which re-envisioned him as an avatar
of Ethiopia’s place in the world.

Though this documentary record is rich, the existing scholarship is uneven. The first
studies of the Ethiopian community of early modern Rome were produced by
colonial-era Italian researchers keen to illustrate the historical longevity of
Italo-Ethiopian relations,7 and they are marred by Eurocentric notions of diasporic
Ethiopians as accidental purveyors of ancient texts or epitomes of Roman universalism.
More recent works have transcended this framework.8 There are only two articles specif-
ically focused on Täsfa Sẹyon: Euringer’s analysis of his epitaph, and Lefevre’s essential
collection of primary sources.9 These valuable but now dated preliminary studies com-
plement more recent scholarship, which includes the concise but important sketch by
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Bausi and Fiaccadori in the Encyclopaedia Aethiopica,10 Zuurmond’s close analysis of
the textual features and influence of one of Täsfa Sẹyon’s publications,11 several short
discussions of this same text,12 and brief references in other works.13

The present article adds to this small literature by contending that Täsfa Sẹyon played a
critical role in the foundation of Ethiopia-focused scholarship in Europe, and further, that
his work reveals the lineal connection between the Vatican-sponsored orientalist projects
of the sixteenth century, or philologia sacra, and the increasingly academic and
colonial-inflected research of the modern era, or philologia orientalis.14 Recent studies
have reassessed the early modern roots of orientalist scholarship, looking beyond cultural
and material transactions to consider the heterogeneity and legacy of early humanist and
Church-based research on Africa, East Asia, and the Levant,15 and parallel inquiries have
considered the interplay between ethnology and antecedent forms of proto-ethnographic
cultural description.16 Collectively, this revisionist scholarship challenges the conception
of these fields as specifically modern, secular, and Enlightenment-based, as Edward Said
once proposed.17 It has additionally documented the critical role of extra-European actors
in the development of early orientalist studies: diasporic Asians and Africans were librar-
ians, copyists, advisers, teachers, translators, editors, and authors of influential works,
and in these myriad roles shaped or tried to shape European knowledge of their homes
in highly politicised contexts.18 They met and taught their European counterparts, partici-
pated in the printing of prestige specialist works, commented on European representations
of their societies and religions, intervened in interconfessional controversies, and in some
cases faced intense sanctions for their views. In these respects, they were the metropolitan
analogues of the broader network of imperial intermediaries who profoundly shaped the
production and circulation of European knowledge about the wider world, and additionally,
the early modern counterparts of the later generations of African and Asian intellectuals
who contributed to and critiqued Western orientalist and anthropological research.19

Specifically, this article argues that Täsfa Sẹyon was a crucial player in a Vatican effort
to harness Ethiopia- and Eastern Christian–focused learning to the Tridentine project of
establishing supremacy over the Protestant and Orthodox worlds. This role developed
through his personal connection to Pope Paul III and Marcello Cervini, later Pope
Marcellus II. Täsfa Sẹyon was also an authoritative adviser to humanist scholars and
Church authorities concerned with key areas of early orientalist inquiry, specifically
the emerging scripture- and mission-related interests in Semitic languages and Eastern
Christian doctrine.20 Finally, and most significantly, he was an important scholar in his
own right, producing the editio princeps of the Geʿez New Testament as well as Latin
publications on the liturgy and baptismal rite of the Ethiopian Orthodox Church.
These contributions endured. In the centuries after his death, his edition of the New
Testament became a canonical Geʿez source for European researchers, despite its idiosyn-
crasies, and it eventually underpinned the modern German historical and linguistic schol-
arship that is commonly viewed as the foundation of Ethiopianist Semitic studies. At the
same time, his position as the head of Santo Stefano and his peerless achievements in that
role made him a powerful symbol of diasporic identity for later Ethiopian and Eritrean
intellectuals seeking to understand the nature of their relationship with the West. In all
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these respects, his biography illustrates the modern reverberations of an early modern
connected history.21

From Däbrä Libanos to the Eternal City

Täsfa Sẹyon was a steward and exemplar of the rich intellectual culture of medieval
Ethiopia. In his writing,22 he introduced himself as an alumnus of Däbrä Libanos mon-
astery, a leading centre of Orthodox Christian learning in the Ethiopian highlands.23

Founded in the fourteenth century by abunä Täklä Haymanot, Däbrä Libanos played a
major role in the religious and political life of the kingdom, and its abbot, the ečč̣ạ̈gé,
was the highest ranking domestic ecclesiastic in the Ethiopian Orthodox Church, subor-
dinate only to the Coptic metropolitan. When Täsfa Sẹyon entered the monastery in the
early sixteenth century, it was led by the erudite ečč̣ạ̈gé ʿEnbaqom, a Yemeni-Ethiopian
convert to Orthodox Christianity who would later advise Emperor Gälawdéwos.24

Together, the abbot and brethren presided over a period of Geʿez literary efflorescence
which encompassed the standardisation of the hagiography (gädl) of Täklä
Haymanot,25 the preparation of original exegetic works like the anti-Islamic treatise
Anqäsạ̈ amin,26 and the translation of Arabic Christian literature, such as the commentary
of St. John Chrysostom, the computational treatise of Abū Šākir b. Abī 1-Karam Butṛus
b. al-Muhaḏḏib, the pseudo-Buddhist epic of Baralaam and Josaphat, and the universal
history of Ǧirǧis al-Makīn b. al-ʿAmīd.27 As a young initiate, Täsfa Sẹyon witnessed or
contributed to this project of intercultural textual transmission, which transformed the
canon of Ethiopian church scholarship, and in his later years, he invoked ečč̣ạ̈gé
ʿEnbaqom in his own work and adopted the monastic title malḫezo, both suggestions
of his elevated position at the monastery.28

Däbrä Libanos eventually led him to the institutions of secular power.29 In a letter to
one of his Roman collaborators, Täsfa Sẹyon identified himself as “the secretary [sạ̈hạfé]
of Aṣnaf Sägäd,” the regnal name of Emperor Gälawdéwos, and he told another
European colleague that he had taught the Portuguese representative Pêro da Covilhã
“many things of the world” in the court of Emperor Lebnä Dengel, the father of
Gälawdéwos.30 These statements suggest that Täsfa Sẹyon served the royal family in
an administrative role, possibly as a scribe or annalist subordinate to the court historian
(sạ̈hafé teʾezaz), a position ultimately assumed by his monastic superior ečč̣ạ̈gé
ʿEnbaqom.31 Since Täsfa Sẹyon left Ethiopia before the accession of Gälawdéwos in
1540, he was likely attached to the court during the prior reign of Lebnä Dengel,
when the heir was a minor. Such a connection is suggested by the royal chronicle of
Gälawdéwos, which describes the latter’s rigorous childhood church education, and add-
itionally by the precedent of the anonymous chronicler of Emperor Bäʾedä Maryam, who
served the royal family as a preceptor and inter-generational dynastic annalist.32 Täsfa
Sẹyon was thus part of the intellectual elite who adorned royal power.

This role placed him in a precarious position during an era of religious strife. In 1532,
as wars raged between local Muslims and Christians and their Ottoman and Portuguese
allies, the army of Aḥmad b. Ibrāhīm al-Ġāzī destroyed Däbrä Libanos and its
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scriptorium.33 It was for this reason that Täsfa Sẹyon later called him “the poisoning
one,” or maśarri.34 As the forces of Lebnä Dengel battled the ʿAdal invaders, several
of Täsfa Sẹyon’s monastic brethren made the pilgrimage to Egypt and the Holy Land,
and he followed their example in the 1530s, possibly because of the destruction of
Däbrä Libanos. After the subsequent martyrdom of its abbot ečč̣ạ̈gé Yohạnnes,35 the
monastery was abandoned by the Church for 160 years.36 Even centuries later, its literary
achievements in the sixteenth century and the calamity of its destruction weighed upon
the Christian faithful.37

From Jerusalem, Täsfa Sẹyon next made the pilgrimage to Rome. He may have done
so with some knowledge of the Ethiopian community at Santo Stefano, which was avail-
able at Emperor Lebnä Dengel’s court from either resident Europeans or returned
Ethiopian pilgrims.38 One of four church-cum-hospice structures owned by the
Chapter of St. Peter, Santo Stefano had long hosted clerics serving in St. Peter’s
Basilica, and by the late fifteenth century, a fluctuating number of Ethiopians resided
there, against the will of the title holder.39 When Täsfa Sẹyon arrived decades later, it
was incontrovertibly associated with the Ethiopian community: the Romans renamed it
Santo Stefano dei Mori or Santo Stefano degli Indiani, while the Ethiopians christened
it Däbrä Qeddus Estịfanos, employing the Geʿez monastic nomenclature to refer to their
adopted residence as “the Mount of Saint Stephen.”40

Some Ethiopians made the complex a permanent home, while others stopped briefly
en route to more distant religious shrines. For this reason, the size of the community at
Santo Stefano fluctuated considerably: between the 1510s and 1530s, the number of resi-
dents was reportedly between six and thirty-eight, and when Täsfa Sẹyon arrived in the
mid-1530s, it was home to a dozen pilgrims.41 But despite its small size, Santo Stefano
was probably the best-known community of free Africans in early modern Europe. Its
residents were noticed by Muḥammad al-Wazzān al-Fāsī, better known as Leo
Africanus, who lived in Rome in the 1520s and wrote in his “Della descrittione
dell’Africa” (1550) of “certain religious who are friars and have their faces branded;
they can be seen throughout Europe but especially in Rome.”42 As this comment sug-
gests, Santo Stefano had become one of many Roman spaces associated with a specific
stranger population, exemplifying the cosmopolitanism produced by the city’s emergence
as a multiethnic pilgrim centre.43

The Tangled Roots of Ethiopianist Knowledge

Täsfa Sẹyon arrived at a favourable juncture in Ethiopian–European relations. Medieval
European interest in Ethiopia derived from the Latin quest for the mythic Christian
sovereign named Prester John. Initially associated with Asia, Prester John was by the
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries linked to northeast Africa. This discursive metamor-
phosis reflected two intertwined trends: the increased reporting of traders and missionar-
ies in the East, who refuted the notion of a Christian potentate in Asia; and the trickle of
Ethiopian pilgrims and diplomatic emissaries to the Italian and Iberian peninsulas, who
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claimed they hailed from a powerful but beleaguered Christian empire, obliquely accept-
ing the identification with the fabled sovereign. This association afforded Ethiopians hos-
pitality as pilgrims and value as informants, improving their inherently vulnerable
position as strangers, and by the late fourteenth century, their contacts with Latin scholars
eager for information about the region began to directly shape the European conception
of Africa.44 This Ethiopian engagement with Europe coincided with the escalating
European interest in the non-Western world.

The new brokered understanding of Ethiopia first emerged in Venice. The vast com-
mercial network of the port city made it a natural hub for the dissemination of knowledge
about the wider world, and its links with the Eastern Mediterranean facilitated the arrival
of Ethiopian pilgrims from Egypt, Crete, and the Holy Land. In 1402, the first documen-
ted Ethiopian embassy reached Latin Europe, and this undertaking produced the Iter de
Venetiis ad Indiam, an anonymous itinerary describing the route from the lagoon to
Prester John’s kingdom, complemented by an Amharic-Italian lexicon, the first such
work for an Ethiopian Semitic language.45 In the 1440s, the mapmaker Fra Mauro
Camaldolese produced his famous Mappamundi, whose impressively accurate rendering
of the Horn of Africa he attributed to the testimony of “those who grew up here, who are
prelates.”46 A few decades later, Alessandro Zorzi produced an extra-European
geographic compendium, which included multiple itineraries linking Ethiopia to Cairo
and Jerusalem obtained from Ethiopian visitors to the Republic.47 These Venetian
projects complemented the products of other hubs of protean Ethiopianist knowledge,
most notably Florence and Naples. When taken together, they represent fragmentary
contributions to an emerging Ethiopianist library, the first corpus of European works
dedicated to an African society south of the Sahara.48

This preliminary phase of Ethiopianist knowledge production derived from chance
and personal initiative. In nearly every case, well-positioned European geographers inter-
ested in the wider world seized the opportunity to acquire rare information from itinerant
Ethiopians. By the early sixteenth century, however, European interest in Ethiopia began
to transcend such geographic curiosity through the emerging field of philologia sacra,
which looked beyond Hebrew to the Semitic languages of Eastern Christianity in
order to more deeply elucidate the scriptures.49 This shift towards a distinct field of
European oriental studies is exemplified by the 1513 edition of the Ethiopian Psalter,
which contains the Geʿez version of the Book of Psalms, and which represents the
first printed text in an African language, predating an Arabic edition of the Book of
Hours by one year.50 The Psalter’s publisher was Johannes Potken of Cologne, a papal
secretary in the Roman Curia who developed an interest in Geʿez, which he tendentiously
identified as Chaldean.51 This led him to the Ethiopians of Santo Stefano, where he stud-
ied the language with a resident named Tomas Wäldä Samuʿél. Using a manuscript deliv-
ered by a fifteenth-century Ethiopian delegation, the two collaborated on an edition of
Mäzmurä dawit, or the Geʿez Psalms,52 printed by the prominent Silber brothers.53

This was a watershed achievement. Most notably, the work contained the first printed
autobiographical statement by an African author. In an interpolated leaf featuring red and
black ink, a Geʿez text announced:
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This Psalter [dawit] was printed in the city of Rome by Johannes Potken, German and
elder [ prépositos] of the Church of Saint George of the city of Cologne of Germany,
and with him, I Tomas Wäldä Samuʿél, monk [gädamawi] and pilgrim of Jerusalem,
on the seventh of the month of Ḫamlé, the year of our Lord Jesus Christ, son of God
and the Virgin Mary, 1513 Amen.54

This statement suggests several important developments. Before this collaboration,
Ethiopians acted as informants for European interlocutors who limited themselves to pre-
senting corrupted fragments of mediated Ethiopian knowledge. The production of the
Psalter, in contrast, required an intensive and sustained investment of time and resources,
and a substantial partnership between a European, who could navigate the institutional
side of the printing process, and an Ethiopian, who could prepare a reliable text, review
the type and proofs, and provide a suitable contextual apparatus. This last point is a little-
noticed but highly significant feature of the Psalter as an example of linguistic scholar-
ship: its first pages contain an introduction to the Ethiopic script ( fidäl), the ha-hu
sequence, and Geʿez pronunciation as well as grammar. As these contextual materials,
their intended European reader, and the larger project suggest, Tomas Wäldä Samuʿél
exemplified a new role for Ethiopians in their intellectual interactions with Europeans:
he was not a purveyor of information but an intellectual agent with a clearly articulated
authorial identity, and a direct participant in the unfolding print revolution and develop-
ing field of Eastern Christian–focused research.

The publication of the Psalter coincided with a diplomatic development that similarly
transformed European knowledge of Ethiopia. In 1514, the Armenian-Ethiopian ambas-
sador Matéwos arrived in Lisbon and persuaded the Crown to dispatch a mission to
Emperor Lebnä Dengel, which departed the following year. A flood of publications cele-
brating the discovery of the realm of Prester John followed, adding reports of current
events in Ethiopia to the comparatively scholarly works discussed above. In 1516 and
1518, Andrea Corsali, the papal representative in the Portuguese delegation, sent two let-
ters to Rome that were printed and widely circulated,55 and in 1520, the governor and
auditor general of the Estado da Índia dispatched two letters to Lisbon announcing con-
tact with representatives of the Ethiopian ruler, which were promptly printed.56 The fol-
lowing year, King Manuel I published a pamphlet announcing the Portuguese discovery
of Prester John,57 and in 1532, after the Portuguese legation returned to Lisbon, the court-
ier and Ethiopia-enthusiast Damião de Góis published a short account of Matéwos’s visit
almost two decades prior.58 In the decades immediately following the groundbreaking
Psalter and the mission of Matéwos, the Latin Catholic elite displayed clear symptoms
of Prestermania.

Täsfa Sẹyon, the World Historian, and the Spirituale

It was in this changing political and intellectual context that Täsfa Sẹyon reached the
eternal city. Whether because of his erudition or familiarity with the role of the scholarly
adviser of the powerful, his earlier career in the Ethiopian highlands prepared him to look
beyond the diasporic confines of Santo Stefano. Within a few years, Täsfa Sẹyon became
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a critical intermediary in the arena of Ethiopian–European relations and the related insti-
tutionalisation of Ethiopia-focused knowledge production. For the Curia and the small
community of Catholic orientalists focused on understanding the languages and texts
of Eastern Christianity, Täsfa Sẹyon was the resident Roman authority on Ethiopia,
Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity, and the real Prester John.

This new role began with his intervention in the case of João Bermudes, the former
barber-bleeder of the Portuguese mission to Emperor Lebnä Dengel. As the Jesuit
Alfonso Salmeron later told Ignatius Loyola,

A Portuguese man [Bermudes] had come from Prester John’s India in the company of
two [Ethiopian] emissaries who brought letters from the prince for the pope. It seems
that one of the emissaries died on the journey here and the other one died near
Venice; and so, the Portuguese man brought the letters to Rome, for the pope. Friar
Pedro [Täsfa Sẹyon], who is from there, was asked to read them.59

In Rome, Bermudes told an astonishing tale. He had remained in the war-torn highlands
until the mid-1530s, when the emperor returned him to Europe to obtain military support
for the Christian kingdom. However, unbeknownst to Lebnä Dengel, Bermudes covertly
expanded this mandate: once in Rome, he claimed that abunä Marqos, the dying metro-
politan, had named him as his ecclesiastic successor.60 This was preposterous on several
levels: Bermudes not only lacked suitable qualifications, but the Ethiopian Church had
since its inception been headed by a Coptic bishop appointed by the Patriarch of
Alexandria in consultation with the residents of the monastery of Saint Anthony, and
this metropolitan of Ethiopia, or abun, had never named his own successor.

Bermudes’s arrival led to the summoning of Täsfa Sẹyon, who was tasked with trans-
lating his letters. Given the latter’s unique qualifications, he was likely additionally asked
to assess the claims of Bermudes and explain the workings of the Ethiopian Orthodox
Church, then obscure to Europeans. As a learned scholar from an Ethiopian monastery
and an alumnus of the royal court, Täsfa Sẹyon would have found it easy to persuade
a likely already sceptical Curia to reject the barber-bleeder’s bid for ecclesiastical
power—though Bermudes later boasted that Paul III appointed him not only abun of
Ethiopia but also “Patriarch and Pontifex” of Alexandria.61 In reality, his aggrandising
claim was rejected by the Vatican—to say nothing of the Ethiopian Church. This out-
come suggests that Täsfa Sẹyon helped expose a prominent fraud, thereby becoming
the resident Vatican expert on Ethiopia.

This new role was exemplified by Täsfa Sẹyon’s subsequent collaboration with two
Italian scholars caught up in the Prestermania: the learned prelates Paolo Giovio and
Ludovico Beccadelli. The two probably developed their interest in the region through
their involvement in the 1532–33 papal consistory in Bologna, when Pope Clement
received Francisco Álvares, chaplain of the Portuguese mission to Ethiopia.62 Álvares
claimed to have received the emperor’s pledge of obedience to Rome, and offered as
proof the first letters from an Ethiopian ruler to the pontiff, ostensibly confirming the
fealty of the long-sought Prester John. In an era of Protestant challenge, the declaration
epitomised the legitimacy and universality sought by the embattled papacy,63 and the
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sensational event was publicised through a widely circulated pamphlet titled Legatio
David Aethiopiae Regis, reprinted in multiple languages.64

Giovio seems to have contributed to this anonymous publication. Its introductory
essay claimed he had translated the correspondence and was additionally planning to
translate a Portuguese manuscript Álvares had brought to Bologna.65 This was in all like-
lihood a copy of the latter’s famous travel narrative, which was published in Portugal in
1540 as Verdadeira informação das terras do Preste João das Indias.66 It was the first
European eyewitness account of the assumed Prester John and one of the earliest proto-
ethnographic descriptions of the societies of the Horn, the complement of the ethno-
geographic manuals that aided European expeditions in the wider Indian Ocean
arena.67 It circulated widely after 1559 through its inclusion in the first volume of
Giovanni Battista Ramusio’s influential Delle navigationi et viaggi, which also included
Corsali’s letters and the royal epistles from the Legatio.68

Although Giovio never actually translated the manuscript, he continued to develop his
interest in Ethiopia. After joining the Curia and becoming a close adviser of Pope
Clement, he was privy to current overseas intelligence, including reports about the
slow progress of the Portuguese mission, as well as the reserve of Ethiopian knowledge
at Santo Stefano. This privileged position led him to contact Täsfa Sẹyon, whose testi-
mony eventually informed a Prester-inflected historiographical fusion of medieval fan-
tasy and the latest cutting-edge Ethiopian scholarship.69 In his magnum opus,
Historiarum sui temporis (1550), Giovio offered a brief “Description of Africa” that
mixed conventional accounts of troglodytes and other physiognomic oddities with a
nuanced discussion of Ethiopia and its recent history.70 Giovio explained that the latter
derived from Álvares and “Pietro Abissino, man of illustrious and honourable ingenuity,
[who] with great humanity and faithfulness told me the notable things about
Abyssinians.”71 Either informant could have shaped Giovio’s descriptions of topics
such as Emperor Lebnä Dengel’s life and daily routine, but only Täsfa Sẹyon could
have provided the prelate with such a convincingly laudatory overview of his homeland
of Šäwa, on the basis of which Giovio boldly asserted that the Šäwans “preceded all
Abyssinians in astuteness, ingenuity, sobriety, customs and good-living,” and “rule no
different than Venetian gentlemen!”72

Giovio’s accumulative Ethiopian pastiche and panoptic historiographical fusion of
European and non-European knowledge exemplify a larger sixteenth-century shift
from universal to world historiography.73 At a time when most local historians wrote dyn-
astic histories based on archival sources and official chronicles, and when universal his-
torians conceptualised world history from the perspective of an outward-looking home
society, Giovio instead exploited Rome’s emerging role as a cosmopolitan crossroads
to synthesise and aggregate the testimonies of foreign visitors and the products of the
expanding Vatican information network. Yet this distinctive historical method also set
Giovio apart from the growing number of sixteenth-century orientalists whose principal
concern was the mastery of Semitic languages in order to deepen scriptural understand-
ing. In contrast to the latter, Giovio purported to be motivated by a more worldly simple
curiosity, adding that he described Ethiopia so as to distract readers from “so many
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bloody wars and sad events.”74 In short, if his study in many respects typified the innova-
tive world historiography of the era, his references to medieval lore about Ethiopia and
Africa failed to account for the most recent reports from the Horn as well as the devel-
oping European understanding of Eastern Christian traditions.

In this, he differed from his contemporary Beccadelli. A Bolognese erudite famed for
his literary accomplishments and remarkable ecclesiastical career, Beccadelli joined
Giovio at the Bologna hearing as secretary to Cardinal Gasparo Contarini. The latter
was a leading member of the spirituali, a circle of lay and ordained figures committed
to humanism, ecumenism, and church reform, and whose broad intellectual interests
and personal quest for transcendence and salvation have led to their characterisation as
a “religious republic of letters.”75 The spirituali critiqued the state of the Church and
sought accommodation with the Protestants, and this drew some of them towards the con-
cept of union with Eastern Christianity.76 They were opposed by the zelanti, who rejected
such accommodation and championed strict Catholic orthodoxy. For his part, Contarini
saw Eastern Christianity as a model for Protestant reconciliation, and shortly before
his death, this question led him to summon abba Yohạnnes, an Ethiopian cleric then
residing in Venice.77 While the motives for this invitation are unclear, they can plausibly
be interpreted as a reflection of Contarini’s favourable orientation towards Orthodox
Christianity.

It was through Contarini that Beccadelli was introduced to the spirituali and their ecu-
menism. In 1539, Beccadelli’s interest in Ethiopia crystallised when he acquired an
anonymous and reportedly disorganised Italian version of Álvares’s narrative, most likely
an unpublished translation of the manuscript the recently deceased chaplain had brought
from Bologna to Rome. Armed with this source, Beccadelli completed an improved ver-
sion of Álvares’s work in 1542, two years after the Portuguese edition appeared. In its
dedication, he explained:

[I] ordered, divided, and made it as much clear as I could, only by adding a few things in
certain places, where our Ethiopians in Rome disagree with what is written. Because you
must know that to be faithful to the truth and my satisfaction, I confirmed it with our
good Ethiopian, fra Pietro [abba Täsfa Sẹyon], and others of his [Ethiopians].78

These consultations with Täsfa Sẹyon and the other residents of Santo Stefano resulted in
forty-two “additions” of original commentary on Álvares’s text.79 This was an innov-
ation: if Giovio somewhat haphazardly fused ancient and modern accounts in a grand
historical survey, Beccadelli instead edited a cutting-edge eyewitness account of
Ethiopia, rich with historical and proto-ethnographic observations which he vetted and
complemented through interviews with diasporic Ethiopians. This was a specialist
work fusing travel narrative and scholarship. Yet at its core, Beccadelli’s
Ramusio-esque re-edition and elaboration of Álvares’s work reflected the era’s conten-
tious religious politics. His consultations with Täsfa Sẹyon and his colleagues clarified
aspects of Ethiopian Orthodox doctrine and practice deemed troubling by the Vatican,
and his revisions sought to preempt and assuage critics of Ethiopian Christianity amid
the era’s increasing conservatism.80
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Most notably, his research led him to dismiss the theological relevance of Ethiopian
practices such as annual baptism, which he explained was performed not as a sacrament
but simply “to commemorate the baptism of Christ.” As for the practices of scarification
and tattooing, Beccadelli related that the monks explained “they were done to improve
the eyesight, for different traditions, and for beauty,” and that “brother Pietro [Täsfa
Sẹyon] said that they are done . . . to distinguish themselves from other tribes, as
much of Ethiopia regards as enemies those ancient Jews who came to Ethiopia with
the son of Solomon [Menilek I].” Beccadelli also reported several details about Däbrä
Libanos likely derived from Täsfa Sẹyon, including the fact that “the mother of
Prester John” had entered it as a nun.81 Given Täsfa Sẹyon’s proximity to the Vatican
and awareness of its ongoing politico-doctrinal struggles, one can only speculate if his
dialogue with the prelate aimed to subtly influence the shifting currents of the day
with respect to Ethiopian Christianity and ecumenical politics. What is more certain is
that Beccadelli framed his discussion to preempt accusations of Ethiopian heresy, and
that his work and the broader spirituali anxiety about the nature of Eastern
Christianity anticipated future Catholic debates about the nature of Asian religions that
appeared to predate the Abrahamic traditions.82

Ethiopia and Tridentine Orientalism

In the aftermath of the Portuguese delegation’s return from Ethiopia in 1527, the
European discourse on Prester John and Ethiopian Christianity mutated: ecumenism
and celebration yielded to scepticism and intransigence. This transformation reflected
two parallel but distinct developments: Ethiopia’s manifest geopolitical weakness and
the growing doctrinal intolerance of the Latin Catholic world. The Portuguese missions
to Ethiopia revealed a beleaguered kingdom on the brink of defeat and in dire need of
military aid: Emperor Lebnä Dengel seemed the antithesis of the mighty Prester John,
and his successor Emperor Gälawdéwos fared only slightly better. After Christóvão da
Gama, son of the famed explorer and leader of the Portuguese military expedition sent
to support the failing monarchy, was captured and executed by the forces of ʿAdal in
1542, the combined Ethiopian-Portuguese forces regrouped and managed to defeat and
repel the invaders and their Ottoman allies from the highlands. However, the surviving
Christian kingdom bore little resemblance to either its former self or the mythic
European ideal. Despite the Prestermania of the day, it was clear to Portuguese authorities
that the Ethiopian reality defied expectations.

As Christian Ethiopia confronted one existential threat, Rome grappled with another:
the Protestant Reformation. In 1541, Contarini tarnished his reputation through his failed
efforts towards reconciliation at Regensburg, and the following year, Paul III acquiesced
to the zelanti and established the Roman Inquisition, placing at its helm their unyielding
ringleader Cardinal Gian Pietro Carafa, the future Pope Paul IV. This institutionalised
intolerance transformed the Church’s official position on Eastern Christianity and
Ethiopian Orthodoxy in particular, a shift that had been apparent in Portugal since the
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late 1520s. If in Rome the authorities fixated on the Protestants, in Portugal the anxiety
focused on the New Christians. The community of conversos grew considerably after the
immigration of expelled Spanish Jews (1492) and the ensuing Portuguese policy of
forced conversion (1496), and the messianic pretensions of David Reubeni in the
1520s excited a Jewish revival that vexed Christian authorities.83

This charged context awaited the Ethiopian ambassador Sạ̈gga Zäʾab, who reached
Lisbon in 1527 with the returning Portuguese delegation. An Italian-speaking monk
and former liqä kahenat, or arch-priest, Sạ̈gga Zäʾab found a hostile Portuguese court.
He was interrogated by its clerics, accused of Judaic heresy, and denied the possibility
of completing what he claimed was his—and not Álvares’s—mission to meet the pontiff
on behalf of Emperor Lebnä Dengel.84 Sạ̈gga Zäʾab eventually departed with Bermudes
in the mission to relieve the emperor, and tellingly, Cardinal Afonso entrusted the
Portuguese fabulist with a stern letter asking Lebnä Dengel to renounce heresy and “to
conform to the Holy Church and to obey, in all things, the Catholic faith.”85

As this missive suggests, and as Beccadelli was then realising, the growing awareness
that Ethiopia defied Latin Catholic expectations had implications for the production of
Ethiopianist knowledge. Unlike the societies of the New World and Asia, highland
Ethiopia had at least initially seemed to possess a superficial resemblance to European
Christendom, with an integrated church and state, a highly developed monastic culture
and scribal tradition, and a poorly understood but lineally adjacent Eastern Christian
faith. But the increasing contact and concomitant European understanding of
Ethiopian doctrine revealed a far messier reality, and the latter’s significance became
an arena of charged scholarly disputation.

This point was obvious to Sạ̈gga Zäʾab. Trapped at court, he befriended the scholar
Damião de Góis, who helped him smuggle and publish in Louvain his 1540 confession
of faith, the scandalous Fides, Religio Moresque aethiopum.86 Circulating widely in
many editions, it offered European readers the first detailed account of Ethiopian
Orthodox doctrine and the Ethiopian narrative of the Queen of Sheba, the Kebrä
nägäśt, and additionally advanced a defence of the Ethiopian church and scathing cri-
tique of its Catholic counterpart. These sensational topics captivated Góis’s mentor
Erasmus of Rotterdam, who upon learning about Sạ̈gga Zäʾab’s claims from his student,
discussed them in his Ecclesiastes.87 Portugal’s Grand Inquisitor Cardinal Henrique
eventually censored the Fides,88 and in the ensuing decades, Góis was repeatedly
denounced to the Inquisition and eventually sentenced to monastic confinement.89 In
Rome, meanwhile, Beccadelli’s re-edition of the Álvares manuscript stalled and was
never printed, most likely because of his inquisitorial fears. As these contemporaneous
episodes suggest, the production of Ethiopianist knowledge now faced close oversight.
If Góis and Beccadelli had used their scholarship and connections to Sạ̈gga Zäʾab and
Täsfa Sẹyon to accommodate Ethiopian Christianity to their ecumenical vision, the inter-
vening politico-religious developments in Europe and the Horn produced an outpouring
of Tridentine Ethiopianist orientalist scholarship that was more overtly instrumental.

The career of the prelate Marcello Cervini exemplifies this development. His rapid
ecclesiastical ascent began as a client of the Farnese clan: after the elevation of
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Alessandro Farnese as Paul III in 1534 and his own ordination the following year,
Cervini held several influential positions in the Curia, including papal secretary and
legato a latere to the imperial court. Upon his elevation to the office of cardinal in
1539, he assumed a crucial role in the ongoing negotiations with the Protestant world,
and after Contarini’s failure at Regensburg, he became a chief architect of the Council
of Trent (1545–1563). In 1546, he joined the board of directors of the Roman
Inquisition, and finally, in 1555 he briefly ascended to the papacy as Marcellus II.

While pursuing this glittering Church career, Cervini cultivated his scholarly interests
through editions of classical and patristic texts.90 This pursuit led him to become a bene-
factor of the Vatican Library, of which he would become the first cardinal protector in
1548, and he was additionally a key agent in the revitalisation of the Roman printing
industry. His parallel and somewhat contradictory roles as an influential proponent of
Counter-Reformation Catholicism, on the one hand, and an unwavering humanist on
the other, have generated controversy with respect to his position in the spirituali-zelanti
struggle.91 Adding to this complexity is the recent argument that his bibliophilic activities
and interest in Eastern Christianity qualify him as an orientalist.92 This characterisation is
apt: though not an author himself, Cervini pursued and sponsored language- and text-
based—as opposed to observed or reported—knowledge of Eastern Christianity and
actively shaped the parameters of its production, and more specifically, he saw
Ethiopianist scholarship as a useful intellectual weapon in the unfolding
politico-religious showdown with the Protestants. For these reasons, however, it is also
simplistic to suggest he was a “good and kind father of the Orient.”93

Cervini’s instrumentalisation of Ethiopia-focused scholarship developed in the 1540s,
during his work at the Council of Trent. In an attempt to aid the Counter-Reformation
agenda, the Cardinal paused his humanist intellectual and bibliophilic projects and redir-
ected his attention and capital towards endeavours germane to his immediate political
aims. Despite his long-standing interest in canonical classical texts, his first two spon-
sored publications were defences of papal authority: the letters of Nicholas I (1542)
and Innocent III (1543), and Henry VIII’s Defense of the Seven Sacraments (1543).94

He next pursued the acquisition, study, and publication of Eastern Christian texts that
could buttress his defence of papal supremacy at the Council, and to this undertaking
he rallied Latin orientalists as well as the learned Eastern Christian diaspora in Rome.
In the mid-1540s, Cervini supported the Syriac Orthodox deacon Petrus of Damascus
during his sojourn in Rome, and eventually sent him to the German scholar Johann
Widmannstetter to serve as an Arabic translator. In the late 1540s, Cervini likewise spon-
sored Petrus’s coreligionist Moses of Mardin, and invested in the possibility of printing
the Syriac New Testament.95 These contacts developed in the context of the question of
Catholic communion with Maronite and Syriac Orthodox Christians and the perceived
utility of such a relationship to the Vatican as a model of interdenominational fraternity.

It was against this backdrop that Cervini enlisted Täsfa Sẹyon in his effort to strategic-
ally deploy Eastern Christian learning. The Cardinal’s correspondence from Trent with
his collaborators in Rome documents the connection. In one 1546 letter, Guglielmo
Sirleto, the custodian of the Vatican Library, informed Cervini that Täsfa Sẹyon had
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acquired and would translate a Geʿez manuscript containing the Nicene canons, which
included “eighty-four [canons] beyond the twenty we already had,” one of which,
Sirleto reported, “speaks of the primacy of the Roman Church above any other.”96

Although we lack Cervini’s reply, his approval for such an undertaking—and his esteem
for his Ethiopian adviser—is demonstrated by another exchange from that same year,
when he issued the following instructions to Bernardino Maffei, the secretary of Paul III:

I would like you to have the Indian [Ethiopian] and Maronite masses translated, to see if
those provinces, converted by different apostles, have the same substance we have in
terms of sacrifice, the intercession of saints, and the prayers for the dead. If I remember
correctly brother Peter [Täsfa Sẹyon] . . . told me they [Ethiopians] have in the mass all
these things. When we will deal with these things, it will be better to be informed.97

Though brief, these exchanges are revealing. Amid the conciliar negotiations, Cervini
instructed his collaborators to enlist Täsfa Sẹyon’s expertise to procure, study, and
print texts that could inform the upcoming battle for the fate of the Roman Church.

Either way, the orientalist-cardinal’s collaboration with Täsfa Sẹyon was qualitatively
different from the latter’s prior work with European scholars, let alone other past
collaborations.98 Potken, Giovio, Beccadelli, Góis, and the earliest geographers were
motivated by distinct but fundamentally personal interests. Cervini, in contrast, did not
personally engage in scholarship, but instead mobilised his institutional power and curial
network towards the production of knowledge about Eastern and Ethiopian Christianity
that was unprecedented in its coordination. In so doing, he thrust Täsfa Sẹyon to the fore
of Rome’s emerging world of orientalist scholarship.

An Ethiopian Contribution to Philologia Sacra

Over the next decade, Täsfa Sẹyon produced three major contributions to the developing
field of Ethiopianist scholarship: his magnum opus Testamentum novum (1548–9), an
edition of the Geʿez New Testament with additional texts and commentary; Modus bap-
tizandi (1548–9), a Latin edition of the Ethiopian baptismal rite; and Missa qua Ethiopes
communiter utuntur (1548–9), a Latin edition of the Ethiopian missal with commentary.
This multistage undertaking involved a series of interconnected scholarly projects and
enlisted his considerable network of contacts in the Roman Curia and Ethiopian diaspora.

A preliminary issue was source material. Ethiopian manuscripts typically reached
Rome via Ethiopian pilgrims or the Levantine diaspora, and glimpses of Täsfa
Sẹyon’s procurement efforts appear in his correspondence with Contarini’s contact
abba Yohạnnes. A polyglot from Venice-controlled Cyprus, the latter was connected
to the Holy Land through Ethiopian and Venetian networks, and he apparently imported
Geʿez manuscripts from the Ethiopian community of his native island: in 1548, for
example, he informed Täsfa Sẹyon that a manuscript had “arrived from Cyprus . . . in
Venice,” via the island’s archbishop.99 Once obtained, the manuscripts were studied, cor-
rected, and if necessary translated, in some cases through comparison. Sirleto described
aspects of this undertaking in a letter to Cervini about the translation of the Ethiopian
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mass by Täsfa Sẹyon and Yohạnnes, remarking “it is good to have many translations of
the same matter, especially when they are by intelligent people, as S. Augustine also tea-
ches in the book of Christian doctrine.”100 The final stage was printing. In this, Täsfa
Sẹyon faced a particular challenge with the Testamentum, as he noted in its Geʿez pref-
ace: the project required the casting and use of fidäl moveable type that was unintelligible
to the printers and which resulted in a considerable number of typographic errors.101 This
linguistic hurdle was compounded by the inexperience of the printers, since the Sack of
1527 had devastated the city’s thriving printing industry, including the press of the
experienced Silber brothers, who had produced the Psalter.102 Täsfa Sẹyon turned to
the established Valerio Dorico, with whom he worked on the Testamentum between
1548 and 1549.103 It was arduous work, as he lamented: “If you only knew the effort
and pain we put into the making of this book! For two years, day and night I, Täsfa
Sẹyon, and Tänśeʾa Wäld, together with Zäsellasé, worked nonstop.”104

This labour enjoyed Vatican support. Both the ledgers of the Apostolic Chamber,
which record the papacy’s public expenditures, and their counterparts in the Secret
Treasury, which describe the pontiff’s private expenses, document dozens of disburse-
ments to Täsfa Sẹyon and his companions.105 For example, a 1538 transaction records
provisions for “Indian [Ethiopian] friars,”106 while a 1541 entry notes a payment of
30 scudi to dress an Armenian bishop and “the Indian [Ethiopian] friars who are behind
San Pietro.”107 Some disbursements specifically identify Täsfa Sẹyon: he was the only
Ethiopian mentioned by name in the personal ledger of Paul III and the family roll of
Julius III, and was additionally the only member of Santo Stefano given disbursements
for the entire community, a point that suggests the extent to which his position as a
Farnese client shaped his relationship with other diasporic Ethiopians.108 In 1548, he
received “a subvention for certain Indian [Ethiopian] friars who will go to
Jerusalem,”109 and between 1545–48, the Secret Treasury made monthly disbursements
of “one gold scudo to Pietro Indiano for this month’s salary of his teacher,” his Latin
tutor Antonio Lo Duca.110 Finally, the Vatican appears to have subsidised the
Testamentum itself: the Secret Treasury lists a disbursement of “twelve scudi in gold
to the Indian [Ethiopian] friars to pay [for] the tin in order to print in their language,”111

while Täsfa Sẹyon explained in his preface that “the sum of money that I gave to make
the type and to print is 50 gold wäqét,” an Ethiopian unit of measurement.112 The latter
was a considerable investment: in the period in question, one wäqét was the equivalent of
an ox in Ethiopia and ten drachma, or 34 grams, of gold in Europe. Täsfa Sẹyon’s “con-
tribution” was thus a small fortune, suggesting it was at least partially derived from his
Vatican patrons.

The outcome of this intellectual and capital investment was groundbreaking. The
Testamentum was a monumental five hundred page work, featuring red and black ink
and extensive woodcut illustrations, and its contents included the following: a Latin
and Geʿez introduction and dedication; an introduction to fidäl that drew upon and cor-
rected the similar section of the Psalter; the Eusebian Canon Tables; the editio princeps
of the Geʿez Gospels; selected epistles; the Acts of the Apostles, translated into Geʿez
from Greek and Latin; the Anaphora; and a final dedication. It additionally features
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numerous colophons by Täsfa Sẹyon, which generally indicate the date of completion,
list the individuals involved, and offer thanks to a range of benefactors past and present.
One of these, which follows the Gospel of John, is a more substantial page-long histor-
ical statement about Täsfa Sẹyon and Ethiopia.

Shorter but no less timely were his other two works, the Modus Baptizandi and Missa,
which were published in 1549 as a single volume with distinct title pages. Together, they
detailed the Ethiopian baptismal rite and liturgy, with a dedication to Paul III and a pref-
ace featuring Emperor Gälawdéwos’s 1548 letter to the pontiff. For its printing, which
did not require fidäl type, Täsfa Sẹyon turned to the renowned Antonio Blado, the official
printer of the Apostolic Chamber in the early 1530s and a past recipient of commissions
from Cervini.113 Their subjects—Ethiopian mass and baptismal rituals—were then press-
ing topics at Trent: in 1547 Cervini told Sirleto that he was delighted to receive the trans-
lated mass from Täsfa Sẹyon and Gualtieri, “the more gladly given that now in the
Council the articles of the mass are being discussed.”114

In sum, by the late 1540s Täsfa Sẹyon was a prolific scholar and significant figure in
the developing field of Eastern Christian–focused philologia sacra as well as the Roman
printing landscape. In less than a decade, he made key texts and teachings of the
Ethiopian Orthodox Church available to European readers for the first time, and there
is inconclusive evidence that he hoped his publications would eventually reach readers
in Ethiopia as well. Given that he was only in his late thirties when he fell sick and
died, shortly after the printing of these works, one is left wondering about the nature
of his future projects. His intellectual legacy, however, is more easily discerned.

Rediscovering Täsfa Sẹyon

Täsfa Sẹyon entered the modern academy through two Germans. The first was Hiob
Ludolf, a seventeenth-century linguist, historian, and polymath who is widely regarded
as the founder of the academic field of Ethiopian studies. A Leiden alumnus and adviser
to the Duke of Saxe-Gotha, Ludolf was an admirer of Eastern Christianity, which he saw
as proximate to the Lutheran Church, as well as an accomplished student of no less than
six Semitic languages, including Geʿez, Syriac, and Arabic.115 His Ethiopia-focused
research culminated in a decade-long collaboration with abba Gorgoryos of Santo
Stefano, a monk and former courtier of Emperor Susenyos, which in turn led to a series
of major studies that remained influential for centuries, including a Geʿez dictionary and
grammar, a monumental history of Ethiopia, and an even more daunting supplement to
this history in the form of a commentary.116

Täsfa Sẹyon hides in the margins of this oeuvre.117 Ludolf began his study of Ethiopia
using the extant Ethiopianist library and Geʿez corpus in Europe, and his Geʿez skills
earned the respect of Gorgoryos at their first encounter at Santo Stefano, where Ludolf
passed the monks’ reading and translation test. The exam included scriptural passages,
which tempts one to imagine queries based on the Testamentum.118 More certain, how-
ever, is that Täsfa Sẹyon’s work shaped Ludolf’s subsequent scholarship, though
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nowhere near to the degree of his successor Gorgoryos. This connection began with
Ludolf’s Lexicon aethiopico-latinum (1661), which devoted an entry to Täsfa Sẹyon
that noted the Testamentum and curiously bestowed upon him the ecclesiastical title
qomos, or abbot/superior—a title or honorific that possibly reflected his actual or per-
ceived status at Santo Stefano.119 More substantially, this same work throughout offered
illustrative usages via citations of the Gospels, effectively references to the Testamentum.

Täsfa Sẹyon also appeared in Ludolf’s equally enduring Historia Aethiopica (1681),
which included a detailed chapter on Geʿez literature. In it, Ludolf offered readers a sys-
tematic overview of the Ethiopian scriptures that was unprecedented in its detail, and he
began his treatment of the New Testament with a discussion of Täsfa Sẹyon and his work,
a review of the distinctions between the Testamentum and the conventional Ethiopian
order of the scriptures, and Latin translations of several of Täsfa Sẹyon’s Geʿez commen-
taries.120 He also used the Testamentum as a reference in his discussions of other
topics,121 and his Commentarius (1691), which elaborated on the Historia, contained fur-
ther discussions of the volume, many correcting the discussions of other European scho-
lars.122 In short, the first major European study of the Ethiopian scriptures, a topic that
had preoccupied Latin orientalists for over a century, rested on Täsfa Sẹyon’s founda-
tional work. Together, Ludolf’s Historia and Lexicon would remain standard references
in Europe for the next two centuries, eventually underpinning the Ethiopia-related discus-
sions of Enlightenment figures such as Denis Diderot.123

Täsfa Sẹyon was further integrated into the field of Ethiopian studies by August
Dillman. A theologian, linguist, and philologist trained by the wide-ranging Heinrich
Fleischer, Dillman was a prolific Ethiopianist and Old Testament scholar who exempli-
fied the growing confidence of mid-nineteenth-century German orientalists that the sci-
entific quality of their analysis made them the supreme European arbiters of
non-Western truth.124 Viewed by some today as a founder of the field, especially in
terms of his contributions to Geʿez studies,125 Dillman’s reputation principally derives
from his Old Testament translations and especially his Geʿez-Latin Lexicon Linguae
Aethiopicae (1865), which replaced Ludolf’s earlier work as the standard reference of
its kind. In its introduction, Dillman offered readers a concise survey of his vast source
material, adding that in his view the scriptures were without equal for the study of Geʿez,
since they were “the foundation and norm of all Abyssinian literature, to which other
authors aligned their way of speaking and writing.”126 He then explained that in the
case of the New Testament, he had reluctantly elected to use Täsfa Sẹyon’s error-strewn
editio princeps instead of an alternative base manuscript, which effectively meant that the
Testamentum underpinned his project. His innovative lexicon also compared translated
Geʿez texts with their Greek, Latin, Hebrew, and Syriac counterparts, and additionally
employed Ethiopian grammars, dictionaries, and marginal commentary on lexical topics.
The result was a massive reference tool filled with Gospel citations derived from the
Testamentum, and Dillman’s widely read Lexicon effectively incorporated Täsfa
Sẹyon’s magnum opus into the analytical apparatus of Semitic studies. By the early twen-
tieth century, the prominence of the Testamentum was such that it served as the partial
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basis for two new European editions of the Geʿez gospels intended to aid the Capuchin
missionary enterprise in Eritrea and Ethiopia.127

This textual canonisation by European orientalists was followed by Täsfa Sẹyon’s
rediscovery by modern Ethiopian intellectuals. This process began in 1924, when
Crown Prince Täfäri Mäkonnen—the future Emperor Ḫaylä Śellasé—embarked on a
historic European tour with a retinue of advisers and distinguished notables. As the
first overseas mission of a de facto sovereign, the tour was a major milestone in
Ethiopian statecraft,128 and it was additionally significant since it followed Ethiopia’s
contentious admission to the League of Nations and unfolded amid the continuing
challenges to its sovereignty within the liberal-imperial international system. Täfäri
Mäkonnen and his delegation spent several months touring the major European capitals
to considerable press fanfare, and they eventually reached Rome for direct talks with the
new prime minister, Benito Mussolini.129 The negotiations would prove to be the only
face-to-face meeting of the two leaders.

What followed was an extraordinary moment of historical recuperation. After a con-
ference at the Palazzo Venezia and tour of the Museo Coloniale, the Ethiopian dignitaries
visited the Vatican for an audience with Pius XI and a visit to St. Peter’s. In the dramatic
and highly stylised retelling of then-blatta Ḫeruy Wäldä Śellasé, the de facto minister of
foreign affairs and the tour’s erudite chronicler, the Ethiopian travelers eventually wear-
ied of their Roman sightseeing and decided to stop in a quiet area behind the basilica.130

They then discovered that this resting space was adjacent to Santo Stefano, then rechris-
tened as the Pontifical Ethiopian College but still known to Ethiopians—and now
Eritreans—as Däbrä Qeddus Estịfanos. Ḫeruy explained to his Amharic-speaking readers
that a pontiff had long ago given this monastery to the Ethiopian pilgrims, and then nar-
rated how he and the Crown Prince were warmly greeted by its current residents, a group
of Ethiopian and Eritrean Catholic students. According to Ḫeruy, their hosts delivered a
series of richly symbolic and stylised Amharic, Tigrinya, and Geʿez speeches and songs
concerning the greatness of Täfäri Mäkonnen and the ties of faith that linked the distin-
guished visitors and the monastery residents with distant Ethiopia and wider
Christendom. In the world of the text, a supposedly chance discovery had produced pro-
found historical understanding.

After this lavish reception, the visiting Ethiopian dignitaries toured the premises of
Santo Stefano. Ḫeruy showed particular interest in the graves of the monastery’s former
residents, whose epitaphs he copied, translated into Amharic, and published in his
printed account of the journey. This was the first account of Santo Stefano and its
early modern residents for modern Ethiopian readers, and possibly the first domestic
—as distinct from diasporic—reference to the residence in Ethiopian literature. Ḫeruy
presented the six epitaphs of abba Habtä Maryam of Däbrä Gubaʾé, abba Täklä
Haymanot of Däbrä Dima, abba Zäkonä, the monk Gäbrä Śennay, abba Yaʿeqob the fol-
lower of abunä Yostạteyos, and finally Täsfa Sẹyon.131 Reflecting upon the devotion of
these pilgrims and the historical significance of this diasporic Ethiopian space at the heart
of fascist Italy and the centre of global Catholicism, Ḫeruy pithily remarked, “To find
Ethiopian monasteries in Jerusalem and Rome is a reason for great pride to all the
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children of Ethiopia. And this [fact] explains why the Christianity of Ethiopia has lasted
since many earlier times.”132 Nearly five hundred years after Täsfa Sẹyon’s departure
from Ethiopia and arrival at Santo Stefano, Ḫeruy textually repatriated him through
the print medium they both celebrated, transforming him into a paragon of the
Ethiopian ecumene.133

In the decades to come, Ḫeruy’s discovery renewed interest in Täsfa Sẹyon and Santo
Stefano among Ethiopian and Eritrean intellectuals who sought to understand the nature
of Ethiopia’s stormy relationship with the wider world. Some Geʿez Rite Eritrean
Catholics, for example, viewed him as the forerunner of their non-Latin Catholic trad-
ition—a position exemplified by Täklä Maryam Sämḥaray Sälim, who used Täsfa
Sẹyon’s works to defend the Catholic Geʿez liturgy.134 Non-Catholic Ethiopian scholars
also began to consider Täsfa Sẹyon’s historical significance, following Ḫeruy’s work as
well as the developing European literature on Santo Stefano. In the mid-1960s, the emi-
nent and widely read historian Täklä Sạdeq Mäkwuriya discussed the monastery in his
rich account of the reign of Emperor Gälawdéwos, which he understood within the con-
juncture of the Ottoman-Portuguese imperial contest and the Catholic missionary enter-
prise in Ethiopia.135 Some years later, on the eve of the Ethiopian revolution of 1974, the
historian Alämé Ešäté began his study of Ethiopian diasporic history with a discussion of
Täsfa Sẹyon, who he suggested inaugurated an outward-looking educational quest that
stretched from the early modern era through to the student movements of the
1960s.136 In these same years, abba Samuel Asghedom, the Catholic rector of the
Pontifical Ethiopian College, argued that Täsfa Sẹyon and the other early modern resi-
dents of Santo Stefano offered a model of dialogic intercultural scholarly inquiry that
could usefully instruct what had now become the interdisciplinary field of
Ethiopia-focused area studies.137 If Ludolf and Dillman had viewed Täsfa Sẹyon as an
instrument of Western understanding, these Ethiopian and Eritrean writers instead joined
Ḫeruy in imagining him as a harbinger and synecdoche of Ethiopia’s encounter with the
West, in all its fraught complexity.

Conclusion

Arriving in Rome as a pilgrim and refugee, Täsfa Sẹyon eventually became a leading
Vatican authority on Ethiopia and Ethiopian Orthodox Christianity. In the decade after
he reached the small community at Santo Stefano, he became a trusted adviser to the
Curia during the stormy years of the Council of Trent, a favoured client of Paul III,
and a close collaborator with future pontiff Cardinal Cervini, and he ultimately became
a prominent participant in the emerging Catholic-led field of Eastern Christian–focused
oriental studies. This short but unusual career had a rich legacy. Just before his sudden
death at a relatively young age, his compatriots at Santo Stefano referred to him as
“our spiritual father and master [mämhẹr]” in the rules written to regulate life at their resi-
dence, and in a symbolic gesture, they chose to record these rules in their library’s copy
of his Testamentum.138 In the decades that followed, his students and collaborators
applied the knowledge derived from his teachings in their own works, and over the
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next three centuries, Täsfa Sẹyon’s magnum opus became a standard reference work for
European researchers interested in Ethiopia and its Geʿez literary heritage.

This enduring impact suggests Täsfa Sẹyon’s fundamental similarity to other
Bessarione-like early modern Eastern Christian knowledge brokers. These include
Moses of Mardin, who resided alongside Täsfa Sẹyon at Santo Stefano and was similarly
a client of Cervini, and who additionally collaborated with Guillaume Postel and Johann
Albrecht Widmannstetter on the editio princeps of the Syriac New Testament; Ignatius
Naʿmatallah, the exiled Patriarch of Antioch who became the tutor of Joseph Scaliger;
Yusuf ibn Abu Dhaqn, the Cairene Coptic convert to Catholicism who spurred the devel-
opment of Coptic studies in Europe; and Būlus al-Haddār, the Maronite bibliographer
and scholar widely viewed as a progenitor of Portuguese oriental studies. Like Täsfa
Sẹyon and the more famous Leo Africanus, these intermediaries were key agents of inter-
cultural inquiry and educators of the first generations of early modern orientalists, even if
these contributions were subsequently diminished by later Western specialists who dis-
missed the authority of these Eastern Christian interlocutors because of their perceived
cultural hybridity and open connection to the Catholic missionary enterprise.139

Täsfa Sẹyon’s intellectual influence and enduring publications contributed to the bour-
geoning body of religiously-motivated orientalist learning that would in the late sixteenth
and early seventeenth century make Rome the leading centre of orientalist scholarship in
Europe, laying the foundation for its ostensibly secular and academic Franco-German
eighteenth-century successor. As Keller and Irigoyen-García have argued more broadly,
this early modern meeting of European and extra-European minds generated something
previously unknown to either: a European-dominated specialised field of orientalist
learning predicated on authorial competition, linguistic competency, and the purported
systematic and integrated analysis of extra-European societies through the study of
their texts.140 It is for this reason that Täsfa Sẹyon deserves to be remembered as a foun-
der of Ethiopian studies.
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